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Preface
How can algorithmic bias be reduced? While algorithms can improve expert decision
making, undetected biases in algorithms can deepen social divisions and inequities.
Is Fast Insertion Sort competitive with other effective sorting algorithms? Fast Insertion
Sort offers improved worst-case time complexity over Insertion Sort, while keeping Insertion
Sort's benefits of being simple, stable, and adaptive. Though Fast Insertion Sort has been shown
to have a lower runtime than Hoare's Quicksort in many cases, reimplementation is done to
verify those results again in C++ and Python, comparing the runtimes of Fast Insertion Sort,
Quicksort, and other sorting algorithms on random and partially sorted arrays of different sizes.
The pros and cons of Fast Insertion Sort as well as other questions, flaws, insights, and directions
for future work is elaborated on.
How do physicians, hospitals, insurers, patient advocacies, and med-tech vendors
compete to draw the line between legitimate and excessive reliance on medical AI in clinical
care? If unsuccessful, patients’ health and privacy is at risk. While physicians are hopeful that
clinical care will be improved by AI that is being integrated by hospitals, insurers, and med-tech
vendors, physicians, patients, and patient advocacies are pushing for a better balance between
human and computer involvement. Since patients desire personalized care by human physicians,
AI can be applied to healthcare work to save time for better doctor-patient relationships. By
using a more representative data set, bias can be reduced.
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